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Project Update – Brandon Overflow Culvert 

Date: 11/3/2016 

Operations This Week (10-31 thru 11-4) 

This week we finished with the line drilling of the edge of box culvert excavation limits.  Capital Rock has 

moved out and will not return until we have moved closer to the road.  

We continue to hammer out rock and load out trucks throughout the day.  Again, we plan to spend 

several hours hammering the rock, then we call in the trucks to haul the rock away.  Therefore, there is 

never any consistent truck traffic out of the jobsite, just a few times a day. 

We have also finished installing the 15mph speed zone signs, including the double fines zone.  Please 

watch your speed through town as there are some blind spots and lots of pedestrians and workers in the 

area of the jobsite. 

We plan to finish the week out with similar operations of removing the rock in preparation for the 

concrete crew to arrive. 

Operations Next Week (11-7 thru 11-11) 

Next week will be much of the same operations.  We do plan on cutting and capping a couple waterlines 

which we will coordinate with the town water department.  Also included in this work is reconnecting an 

existing waterline, which we will move out of the work zone in order to continue excavation of the box 

culvert. 

 Project Extended Look Out (11-14 thru 11-18) 

Looking ahead, our plan is to have our concrete contractor (Gendron Building) on site to begin forming 

up the outlet end of the culvert.  This will mean more delivery trucks will be arriving with steel, forms 

and concrete in the coming weeks.  Again, please take note of these vehicles as they are larger and have 

many blind spots.   

Overall, the project is progressing positively and know that we are onsite daily, we expect this project to 

speed up with a lot of activity ahead. 

Thank-you, 

 

Tom Markowski 

Markowski Excavating 


